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A Goal-Oriented, Sequential,
Inverse Design Method
for the Horizontal Integration
of a Multistage Hot Rod
Rolling System
The steel manufacturing process is characterized by the requirement of expeditious devel-
opment of high quality products at low cost through the effective use of available resour-
ces. Identifying solutions that meet the conflicting commercially imperative goals of such
process chains is hard using traditional search techniques. The complexity in such a
problem increases due to the presence of a large number of design variables, constraints
and bounds, conflicting goals and the complex sequential relationships of the different
stages of manufacturing. A classic example of such a manufacturing problem is the
design of a rolling system for manufacturing a steel rod. This is a sequential process in
which information flows from first rolling stage/pass to the last rolling pass and the deci-
sions made at first pass influence the decisions that are made at the later passes. In this
context, we define horizontal integration as the facilitation of information flow from one
stage to another thereby establishing the integration of manufacturing stages to realize
the end product. In this paper, we present an inverse design method based on well-
established empirical models and response surface models developed through simulation
experiments (finite-element based) along with the compromise decision support problem
(cDSP) construct to support integrated information flow across different stages of a mul-
tistage hot rod rolling system. The method is goal-oriented because the design decisions
are first made based on the end requirements identified for the process at the last rolling
pass and these decisions are then passed to the preceding rolling passes following the
sequential order in an inverse manner to design the entire rolling process chain to
achieve the horizontal integration of stages. We illustrate the efficacy of the method by
carrying out the design of a multistage rolling system. We formulate the cDSP for the sec-
ond and fourth pass of a four pass rolling chain. The stages are designed by sequentially
passing the design information obtained after exercising the cDSP for the last pass for
different scenarios and identifying the best combination of design variables that satisfies
the conflicting goals. The cDSP for the second pass helps in integrated information flow
from fourth to first pass and in meeting specified goals imposed by the fourth and third
passes. The end goals identified for this problem for the fourth pass are minimization of
ovality (quality) of rod, maximization of throughput (productivity), and minimization of
rolling load (performance and cost). The method can be instantiated for other multistage
manufacturing processes such as the steel making process chain having several unit
operations. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4035555]

1 Frame of Reference

Steel mills are involved in the production of semiproducts such
as sheets or rods with certain grades of steel. Process designers
are very much aware of the operating constraints and process
requirements for each of the operations as they are involved in the
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whole process day-in and day-out. Due to the advancements in
material technology, new improved materials with enhanced prop-
erties are introduced to market posing a serious challenge to steel
manufacturers. Suppose, that owing to the changing properties
and performance requirements, manufacturers must produce a
semiproduct such as a rod with a newer grade of steel. This new
steel grade has been used at laboratory scale to produce a rod, but
the challenge posed to a steel manufacturer is to scale-up produc-
tion. This requires the exploration of the design set points for each
unit operation in the plant scale production of the rod [1]. Plant
trials are one way of achieving this, which usually takes a lot of
time and are expensive. Another option is to use computational
models for exploring the design set points for these operations and
thereby reduce the time and cost. However, these models are for
specific phenomena that occur during an integrated process. Iso-
lated models for individual processes will not give a true represen-
tation of the whole system and the desired solution. In this
context, we define horizontal integration of processes as the facili-
tation of information flow from one process stage to another
thereby establishing the integration of manufacturing stages to
realize an end product. For exploring the design set points to
achieve an end product, knowledge of the operation constraints
and requirements are necessary for the newer grades of steel.
However, this information is not available. Therefore, the first
task is to identify operating constraints and design information for
each unit operation. These operating constraints are imposed by
the previous and subsequent unit operations as each process step
is connected and information flows from one operation to another.
Such process design problems are characterized by their complex-
ity due to the large number of variables and their relationships at
multiple stages. Two types of associations are possible for such
problems—sequential and nonsequential. In the case of nonse-
quential association, there is no definite order among the subsys-
tems and most network problems falls under this category [2].

In this paper, we focus on demonstrating a method for design-
ing a multistage hot rod rolling system for manufacturing a rod
which is one of the semiproducts in a steel manufacturing process
chain. We view design as a decision making process and believe
that the fundamental role of a human designer is to make deci-
sions. The hot rod rolling problem is sequential in which informa-
tion flows from the first rolling stage/pass to the last rolling pass
and the decisions made at the first pass influence the decisions
that must be made at later passes [2]. We carry out the design pro-
cess by means of a goal-oriented method that uses well-
established empirical models, response surface models along with
the compromise decision support problem (cDSP) construct [3–5]
to support integrated information flow across different stages of
rolling process. The method is goal-oriented because the decisions
are first made based on the end requirements identified for the
product and the process at the last rolling stage, and these deci-
sions are then passed to the preceding stages. Thus, the decisions
at the first rolling stages are influenced by the decisions made at
the last rolling stage thereby making this an inverse design
scheme based on end goals. The cDSP is formulated using empiri-
cal models and the response surface models developed using sim-
ulation experiments and is then exercised for different design
scenarios to explore the design space and to identify the best set
of variables (design and operating set points) that meets the con-
flicting goals. Ternary plots are used to visualize these scenarios
and to identify the appropriate feasible design space. The design
of the multistaged rolling process is carried out using the set
points identified. The entire goal-oriented inverse design method
is generic and has the potential to be applied to design any set of
manufacturing processes where there is sequential flow of infor-
mation (material) in order to realize an end product with specified
target goals.

In Sec. 2, we describe the hot rod rolling process and the chal-
lenges associated with the modeling and design exploration of the
process. In Sec. 3, we describe the compromise decision support
problem (cDSP) construct which is the foundational construct for

the goal-oriented design method proposed in this paper. In Sec. 4,
we describe the problem in terms of the boundary defined and
parameters considered in this study. The solution strategy in terms
of process design scheme and the method adopted for this problem
is also described in this section. In Sec. 5, we describe the empiri-
cal models and the response surface models developed. The math-
ematical formulation of the rod rolling problem using the cDSP
construct is also presented in this section. The ternary analysis for
visualizing and exploring the solution space is covered in Sec. 6.
We conclude the paper with our key findings and closing remarks
in Sec. 7. We showcase the design calculations in Appendix B.

2 The Hot Rod Rolling Process

Hot rod rolling is a complex, multistage manufacturing process
that plays a critical role in producing specific grades of steel with
specified target properties. The complexity in the process arises
not only from the high working temperatures, but also because of
the requirement to precisely control the process parameters to
obtain the desired microstructure and properties. Due to increas-
ing competition facing steel and aluminum manufacturers, there is
an increasing need to make this process more flexible, agile, and
energy efficient. Process designers must determine cost effective
solutions to assist in decision making and improve efficiency.
Multipass rolling systems design (RSD) is the preparation of a set
of rolls that are laid in series in the right sequence for different
rolling passes to achieve a desired profile [6]. RSD helps in pro-
ducing workpieces with a desired work profile subject to the con-
straints of the mill with an acceptable quality, minimum cost, and
maximum output. This is equivalent to a search problem where
the design space is explored to satisfy the requirements in order to
determine the required number of passes to achieve a product of
the required dimensions with minimum defects by controlling
design variables. This requires considering different behaviors of
the material during rolling including geometrical, mechanical,
thermal, thermo-mechanical, and metallurgical behaviors at multi-
ple scales. Rolling is a multidisciplinary process involving reheat-
ing, interstand operations, mill engineering, roll pass design,
metallurgical transformations, etc. [6].

The challenges associated with the design of a rolling system
arise from the complex nature of the process due to the large num-
ber of process parameters, constraints, bounds, etc., the multistaged
nature of the process involving handshakes,1 the hierarchical nature
in terms of process–structure– property–performance relationships,
multidisciplinarity requiring knowledge and expertise from differ-
ent fields, complex relationships between stress/strain-temperature
and microstructure that requires model coupling at different scales
[6–16]. In this paper, we address some of these challenges by devel-
oping a design method using simulation models along with the
compromise decision support problem construct and solution space
exploration techniques to design the multiple stages of a rolling sys-
tem ensuring information flow to support horizontal integration of
stages in order to realize an end product. The complex search space
is managed by framing a proper boundary for the problem formu-
lated and will be explained in Sec. 4. Well-established empirical
models along with a finite-element model developed for rolling is
used to define the complex relationships. The academic and indus-
trial collaboration involved in this work between people from
mechanical, design, material science, and metallurgy domains
helped to deal with the multidisciplinary nature of the problem. The
decision support problem construct along with the solution space
exploration techniques manage the uncertainty associated with
models and addresses a way of handling such complex problems
from a systems design perspective. In Sec. 3, we describe the foun-
dational construct for our work—the compromise decision support
problem (cDSP) construct.

1Handshake, the flow of information between passes as the output of one pass is
the input to the next. Thus, the passes are linked by the relationships that exist when
material flows between them.
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3 The Compromise Decision Support Problem

Construct

In the model-based realization of complex systems, we have to
deal with models that are typically incomplete, inaccurate, and
not of equal fidelity. This brings into the design process the differ-
ent types of uncertainties associated with the system, the parame-
ters considered, the models considered, and the uncertainties due
to their interactions [17]. From the decision-based design perspec-
tive, the fundamental role of a human designer is to make deci-
sions given the uncertainties associated. In this regard, we define
robust design as design that is relatively insensitive to changes.
This involves achieving a desired performance for the system,
while the sensitivity of the performance objectives with respect to
the system variables are minimized [18]. Thus, the designer’s
objective here is to find satisficing solutions that showcase good
performance given the presence of uncertainties and not optimum
solutions that are valid for narrow range of conditions, while per-
forming poorly when the conditions are changed slightly. The
cDSP is proposed by Mistree and coauthors for robust design with
multiple goals [3,19]. The fundamental assumption here is that the
models are not complete and accurate; opposed to the fundamen-
tal assumption in optimization where the models are complete and
accurate, and the objective function can be modeled accurately so
that the solution obtained is implementable. Hence, the cDSP con-
struct is anchored in the robust design paradigm first proposed by
Taguchi [20]. Using the cDSP construct, several solutions are
identified by carrying out trade-offs among multiple conflicting
goals. The obtained solutions are then evaluated by carrying out
solution space exploration in order to identify the best solutions
that satisfy the specific requirements identified. The cDSP is a
hybrid formulation based on mathematical programming and goal
programming. In goal programming, the target values for each
goals are defined, and the emphasis is on achieving the target for
each goal as close as possible. In cDSP, different weights are
assigned to these goals and the compromised solutions obtained
for different appropriate weights are explored. The generic formu-
lation of cDSP is shown in Fig. 1.

There are four keywords in the cDSP formulation. All the infor-
mation that is available for the designer to formulate the cDSP so
as to make effective decisions is captured by the “given” keyword.
In the cDSP, for each objective an achievement function Ai(X) is
formulated and represents the achieved value of the ith objective
as a function of a set of system variables, X. The deviation varia-
bles, d�i and dþi represent the extent to which the goal target Gi is
underachieved or overachieved with respect to the value of Ai(X).
The information regarding the system variables and the deviation
variables are embodied in the “Find” keyword. The information
regarding system constraints, variable bounds, and system goals
are captured by the “Satisfy” keyword to determine the feasible
design space and the aspiration space. The “Minimize” keyword
embodies the objective function which is formulated as a function
of the deviation variables. The overall goal of the designer using
the cDSP construct is to minimize the deviation function so that
the target values specified for the objectives are attained as closely
as possible by identifying the best combination of design/system
variables. The details regarding formulating the cDSP and
the associated rules can be found in Bras and Mistree [19]; and
Mistree et al. [3].

The formulation and solving of the cDSP followed by explora-
tion of solution space for any problem are carried out using a gen-
eralized four-step method as illustrated in Fig. 2 [21–23]. After
having defined the problem and requirements, step 1 is to identify
the theoretical and empirical models and relationships that exist
for the process/problem of interest. Response surface models are
developed to represent certain parameters as a function of the pro-
cess variables. These response surface models are developed by
carrying out simulation experiments, which could be finite-
element model-based experiments, or other similar experiments
depending on the problem of interest. The response surface

models developed through simulation experiments along with the
theoretical and empirical models and relationships available are
used to formulate the cDSP for the process/problem that is under
study (step 2).

In step 3, we exercise the cDSP for different design scenarios,
and the results are recorded for each scenario. These scenarios
are identified by assigning different weights to the goals of the
cDSP formulated. The collective design results for different sce-
narios are visualized using ternary plots and the feasible design
space that satisfies the design requirements in the best possible
manner is identified (step 4). Multiple solutions that satisfy the
design requirements are identified from the feasible design
space. The designer makes design decisions from the set of sol-
utions depending upon the preferences set for the problem under
study. For the manufacturing problem under consideration, these
identified design solutions are the design and operating set
points.

In Sec. 4, we describe the goal-oriented method for carrying out
sequential process design of manufacturing stages utilizing the

Fig. 1 The cDSP formulation [3]

Fig. 2 cDSP-based method to predict set points [22,23]
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cDSP construct and solution space exploration techniques to achieve
the integrated design of the product and the processes. We use the
hot rod rolling system design problem as an example to illustrate the
efficacy of the method presented in this paper.

4 Problem Description and Solution Strategy

Rod quality depends on many factors starting from the material
microstructure to the macrostructure. Key factors influencing qual-
ity include steel composition, segregation of alloying elements,
distribution of inclusions, microstructure, and rod geometry. Oval-
ity is one such geometrical property which is defined as the differ-
ence between the height of the rod section and the width from the
center of the rod [24]. Ovality is desirable in the initial roll passes
as it helps to reduce the geometry of the square billet. However, it
is not desired in the end rod product as the output requirement is
for a round/circular rod. Thus, there is a need to minimize/control
the ovality induced at the last rolling stage. One way of minimiz-
ing ovality is to insure high contact between the workpiece and the
roll. However, this requires high rolling loads, and thus minimiza-
tion of ovality is possible at the expense of a high rolling load.
Rolling load influences the overall functioning of the process and
is representative of the overall process performance [2]. Rolling
load ensures flow of material across passes. Higher rolling loads
require increased rolling power requirements and can also yield
deflections in the rolling system which is detrimental to the rolls
themselves. This adds to the costs of the process. Hence, maintain-
ing the rolling load within a target value in an acceptable range is
necessary but conflicts with the objective of minimizing ovality.
Excessive rolling load resulting in roll breakage and wear is detri-
mental to production efficiency as it conflicts with rolling process
productivity which is expressed in terms of throughput [2]. There-
fore, this is a multi-objective design problem with three objectives:
minimize ovality, maximize throughput, and minimize rolling
load subject to the rolling constraints.

In this process, the output of one stand is input for the next, and
there are successive reductions of the billet at each rolling stand.

Therefore, modeling this process demands information exchange
between these stands as the intermediate product developed in one
stand will affect the form, properties, and performance of the
product developed at consecutive stands that follow which results
in an impact on the end product. Therefore, a method to ensure
the determination of the right combination of design variables to
meet the constraints for each rolling pass and thereby meet the
overall performance requirement is essential.

We have developed a computational method for this sequential
problem that has information exchange between rolling passes
and is used to identify the set points of the various rolling passes
involved. For this example, we assume that there are four passes
that follow a square-oval, oval-round, round-oval, and oval-round
sequence moving from Pass 1 to Pass 4. The final requirement of
the product of Pass 4 is to have minimum ovality, maximum
throughput, and a minimum rolling load value within an accepta-
ble range. The different sequential relationships that exist among
passes define the problem. The constraints for the process include
the range for rolling load, range for throughput, maximum value
of rolling wear, minimum and maximum values of elongation,
and spread for each pass. The cDSP for two passes—Pass 2 and
Pass 4 are formulated. The cDSP for Pass 4 takes into account the
end goals identified for the problem in terms of ovality, through-
put, and rolling load. The cDSP for Pass 2 is developed to support
information flow across passes and perform the design of other
passes. The goals for the cDSP for Pass 2 are maximization of
throughput (maintaining target throughput values achieved for
Passes 3 and 4) and achieving a target value of rolling load within
a defined range. The ovality goal is an end goal for the rod pro-
duced after Pass 4 and is not required for Pass 2 as the material is
again subjected to deformation to oval shape in Pass 3 to facilitate
progressive breakdown of geometry.

This goal-oriented sequential inverse design method proposed
to design the rolling system will be explained using the informa-
tion flow diagram shown in Fig. 3. In order to generalize the
method, we are naming the four stages of rolling passes as
“manufacturing stages” which are numbered from “n” to “nþ 3.”

Fig. 3 Goal-oriented, inverse design method for manufacturing stages having sequential flow of information
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We will be using the term “end product” for the rod developed
after rolling and the term “input material” to refer the billet that
comes from the continuous casting stage of the steel manufactur-
ing process chain. The arrows that denote the flow of information
needs to be followed to visualize the design process. There are
four steps in the design method for designing these four manufac-
turing stages to realize the end product.

Step 1: Formulation of cDSP for the last manufacturing stage
(nþ 3) using the information from the end product to be realized
and the sequential relationship existing between stages nþ 2 and
nþ 3

The whole design process starts with the identification of
requirements for the end product to be produced after the manu-
facturing stage nþ 3 as shown in Fig. 3. In step 1, the cDSP for
manufacturing stage nþ 3 is formulated. The cDSP is formulated
using the information available on manufacturing stage nþ 3 and
by incorporating the sequential relationship the stage nþ 3 has
with manufacturing stage nþ 2. The requirements identified for
both the end product and for the manufacturing stage nþ 3 are
embodied in this cDSP as goals. The requirements from manufac-
turing stage nþ 2 along with the sequential relationships that exist
are captured by the “Given” and “Satisfy” keywords of the cDSP
formulated. The cDSP is exercised for different identified scenar-
ios by assigning different weights for each goal and the scenarios
that suit the design requirements the most are selected after carry-
ing out solution space exploration using ternary plots. The system
variables identified are basically the design and operating set
points for manufacturing stage nþ 3.

Step 2: Design of stages nþ 3 and nþ 2 using the design and
operating set points identified and the information available from
end product requirements

In step 2, the design and operating set points generated for man-
ufacturing stage nþ 3 from step 1 are used to design the stage by
carrying out design calculations to determine information. Design
calculations essentially involve analysis to check the achievement
of goals and using the design and operating set points generated to
calculate the values of parameters of both the manufacturing
stages using the sequential relationships that exist between them
that was incorporated in the cDSP formulated. First, the design
and operating set points are used to generate information for stage
nþ 3. The new design information generated for stage nþ 3 has a
sequential relationship with manufacturing stage nþ 2, and hence,
they are passed to carry out the design of manufacturing stage
nþ 2. Once the new design information is generated for manufac-
turing stage nþ 2, they are again passed to manufacturing stage
nþ 3 to come up with the information which was unknown
before. Thus, a cyclic process of information exchange is carried
out at this step to generate new information for both the manufac-
turing stages using the design and operating set points identified
in step 1. Step 2 ends once all the required design information for
the problem formulated is identified.

Step 3: Formulation of cDSP for manufacturing stage nþ 1
using the design information generated for stages nþ 2 and
nþ 3; and the sequential information existing between stages n
and nþ 1; along with information on input material

In step 3, the cDSP for manufacturing stage nþ 1 is formulated.
The design information generated for stages nþ 2 and nþ 3 are
communicated to the cDSP for manufacturing stage nþ 1. The
“Given” keyword of this cDSP captures the design information
from stages nþ 2 and nþ 3. Along with that sequential informa-
tion related to stages n and nþ 1, the initial conditions of input
material are also captured during the formulation of this cDSP
using the “Given” and “Satisfy” keywords. Specific requirements
identified for manufacturing stage nþ 1 are formulated as system
goals. The cDSP formulated is exercised for different scenarios to
find design and operating set points for manufacturing stage nþ 1
that satisfies the requirements identified for the stage as well as
the end requirements of product.

Step 4: Design of manufacturing stages nþ 1 and n using the
design and operating set points identified; the information

available from input material and the information from stages
nþ 2 and nþ 3

In a similar fashion to step 2, the design and operating set
points identified for manufacturing stage nþ 1 are used to design
the stage by carrying out design calculations. The design informa-
tion generated for stage nþ 1 is passed to design manufacturing
stage n using the sequential relationships that exists. The informa-
tion available from the input material is also used at this stage to
carry out the design of manufacturing stage n. The new design
information generated for stage n is then communicated back to
stage nþ 1 to determine stage nþ 1 information that was
unknown before. The sequential information passing is carried out
until the required design information for the problem formulated
are identified. The design information generated for stages n and
nþ 1 are also used to carry out design calculations for stages
nþ 2 and nþ 3 as the information from those stages are available
in the cDSP formulated for stage nþ 1. Hence, the final result
obtained using this goal-oriented, sequential method is the design
information for all the four stages n, nþ 1, nþ 2, and nþ 3 in
order to realize the requirements identified for the process as well
as the end product.

The proposed four step method using the cDSP construct is
generic and the method can be used for the design of other such
unit operations where there is a sequential flow of information by
identifying the design and operating set points that satisfy certain
system goals and then design the entire system using these identi-
fied set points.

In Sec. 5, we describe the empirical models and theoretical
models as well as the important relations that exist for the rod roll-
ing problem under study. We also describe the response surface
models that are developed as a part of the study here in this sec-
tion. In Sec. 5.2, we explain the cDSP formulation for the Pass 4
(stage nþ 3) of the hot rod rolling problem. The cDSP for Pass 2
(stage nþ 1) which follows a similar pattern to that of Pass 4 will
be explained in Appendix A. In Sec. 6, we explain the scenarios
identified for the cDSP for Pass 4 and visualization of the scenar-
ios using ternary plots to identify the design and operating set
points.

5 Designing a Multipass Rolling System

The purpose of roll pass design is [25]: (a) To ensure the pro-
duction of a correct profile within the permissible dimensional
limits and with a good surface finish, free of surface defects, at the
same time keeping the internal stress in the section being rolled to
a minimum, (b) to ensure the maximum output at minimum cost,
(c) to ease the working conditions of the rolling crew, and (d) to
reduce roll wear to a minimum. For our hot rod rolling example
problem, the design requirements are:

� Achieve a round profile by minimizing the ovality at the end
of the fourth rolling pass.

� Maximize throughput while ensuring that the product quality
is not reduced.

� Maintain a minimum rolling load within a specified range
and ensuring that it never exceeds the maximum.

� Control the elongation and spread during the rolling process
within specified limits.

� Control the entry and exit speeds of the stock within speci-
fied limits.

� Ensure that the wear on the rolls is within an acceptable
limit.

� Obey the sequential relationships between the different roll-
ing passes (in terms of geometry and workpiece profile, etc.)

First, a process model for rolling system is developed that
ensures the flow of information through the sequential relation-
ships between rolling passes as shown in Fig. 3. In Figs. 4(a) and
4(b), we represent the geometry for the oval and round passes
with key dimensions of interest for the rolling problem. The entire
breakdown sequence consists of two more such passes in a
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cascaded fashion where the output of an oval pass is the input for
a round pass. The rolls are laid horizontally and vertically for the
oval and round passes, respectively. Therefore, the horizontal
major axis of the oval stock in Fig. 4(a) coincides with the vertical
axis of a round pass as in Fig. 4(b). A detailed description of the
models along with the mathematical expressions related to the
goals identified is provided in Sec. 5.1.

5.1 Major Relations and Calculations for the Rolling
Pass Design Study

5.1.1 Condition of Constant Volume. This condition requires
that the volume of the material rolled remains the same after each
pass

V ¼ Fl ¼ Fjlj ¼ Vj (1)

where Vj is the volume of the material after pass j, Fj is the cross-
sectional area after pass j, and lj is the dimension of metal in the
rolling direction. The cross-sectional area Fj is [25]

Fj ¼ hjbj (2)

This expression is valid for the rolling of the rectangular cross
sections. For the rolling of nonrectangular cross sections such as
bars, shapes, rails, etc., an additional term, the mean height of
stock is introduced which is expressed as [25]

hjm ¼
Fj

bj
(3)

It is calculated by dividing the cross sectional area Fj by the maxi-
mum breadth bj of the filled section for a particular pass j.

Thus, the condition of constant volume during rolling is [25]

V0 ¼ F0l0 ¼ h0mb0l0 ¼ V1 ¼ F1l1 ¼ h1mb1l1

¼ Vn ¼ Fnln ¼ hnmbnln (4)

On dividing these relations [25]

h2mb2l2
h1mb1l1

¼ cmbk ¼ 1 (5)

where

cm ¼
h2m

h1m
¼ mean coefficient of draught (6)

b ¼ b2

b1

¼ spread in rolling (7)

k ¼ F1

F2

¼ h1mb1

h2mb2

¼ l2
l1
¼ w2

v1

¼ coefficient of elongation (8)

where v1 is the entry speed during a rolling pass, and w2 is the exit
speed during the same pass. For round-oval rolling for rod produc-
tion, an equivalent rectangle approximation (shown by ABCD in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)) is carried out, and the geometrical parameters
are identified during the design process.

5.1.2 Rod Ovality. The ovality of the final rod product is a
serious concern for manufacturers. It is mainly due to: (i) geomet-
ric factors such as the incoming width and height of the work-
piece, radius of the roll, and the roll gap, (ii) metallurgical
parameters such as strain values, stress developed, temperature of
the material during rolling, and (iii) rolling process parameter
such as rolling speed [24].

The geometric factors such as incoming height (hj�1) and width
(bj�1w) of the workpiece will define the amount of elongation and
spread that occurs while rolling. This helps to determine the oval-
ity of the rod produced. The roll radius (Rmax) and roll gap (Gj)
are critical parameters defining rolling contact and output size.
Both of these parameters affect the ovality induced. The tempera-
ture (Tj) during rolling is also critical and determines the material
flow. Higher temperature favors flow and thus plays a role in
defining ovality. Also the rolling speed (Nj, measured in rpm)
affects the geometry formed.

Although these variables are known to influence the ovality
during rolling, the exact relationships with respect to these varia-
bles are not available, and therefore, the simulation experiments
using the finite-element (FE) based rolling model are carried out
to determine models to predict ovality as a function of the varia-
bles identified. Appropriate ranges for the variables of interest are
identified and a two level fractional factorial design of experi-
ments (DoE) is carried out. The steps associated with the same are
[24,26]:

Step 1: Fractional factorial design
The factors and factor levels for the simulations are depicted in

Table 1.
A two-level six factor fractional factorial design is used for the

DoE. The FE simulations are carried out using the experimental
design for the different runs of DoE. The coupled temperature-

Fig. 4 (a) and (b) Oval and round passed with key dimensions

Table 1 Factors and factor levels for design simulation

Level hj�1 (mm) bj�1w (mm) Gj (mm) Rmax;j (mm) Tj (K) Nj (rpm)

1 22 55 5.5 200 1280 20
�1 18 52 3.5 155 1270 10
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displacement finite-element model developed for the fourth oval
to round rolling pass in ABAQUS is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The
material being rolled is modeled as a deformable body of oval
shape and is meshed using C3D8RT, an eight-node thermally
coupled brick element. The material properties, for example, con-
ductivity as a function of temperature, elastic properties, etc., for
steel is assigned to the billet. The plastic behavior of the material
is described by assigning yield stress values for steel at different
plastic strains. The rollers with round grooves are modeled as a
discrete rigid body and are meshed using R3D4 elements. The sur-
face profile of the rolls are modeled using the analytical models
developed by Lee et al. [27]. The oval shaped billet is constrained
to move along the rolling direction. The rollers are constrained to
only rotate along the axis of rotation. An initial temperature is
input to the billet before rolling which serves as the temperature
for rolling. A surface-to-surface contact is defined between the
billet surface and the grooves of the rollers. The kinematic contact
method is selected for mechanical constraint formulation. The
heat transfer coefficient is defined between roll gap and to air and
the reported values from the literature are selected [28]. The coef-
ficient of friction value is set to 0.3 for the rolling simulations to
develop the response surfaces for ovality. In preliminary studies,
the coefficient of friction was shown to have a negligible effect on
ovality, however, it does have an effect on roll wear as discussed
in Sec. 5.1.5. The heat due to plastic deformation value of 0.9 is
used [29]. The angular velocity of roll is applied based on the
average strain rate associated with the rolling pass schedule [30].
The developed FE model is validated for temperature predictions
at billet center and surface, stresses developed and geometry such
as the final area of the rod produced following a similar pattern as
in our previous works [31,32]. The value of ovality in the rods is
measured for each run and is recorded from the FE results as the
absolute difference between the height and width of rod section
from the center.

Step 2: Model fitting
In step 2, we develop response surface models for ovality by fit-

ting the results obtained with a second-order polynomial. We
carry out ANOVA and find that the effect of roll radius is negligi-
ble by analyzing the p-values obtained and thus, the roll radius is
eliminated from the list of factors. The parameters of the second-
order polynomial are determined using least squares regression
analysis by fitting FE responses to input data. More detailed
descriptions of RSM techniques and tools can be found in Myers
and Montgomery [33] and Simpson et al. [34]. The response sur-
face model thus developed for ovality with a R2 value of 0.99 is

Ovj ¼ 8:6153� Gj þ 27:539� bj�1w � 0:0009� Nj

þ 0:0001� hj�1 � Tj � 0:0023� hj�1 � Nj

� 0:0041� Gj � Tj � 0:0269� Gj � Nj

� 0:0216� bj�1w � Tj � 0:0026� bj�1w � Nj (9)

The response surface of ovality model as a function of height and
width of incoming workpiece with fixed values of other variables
is shown in Fig. 7(a). In Fig. 7(b), we show the response of ovality
model as a function of roll gap and roll rpm.

5.1.3 Throughput. Throughput defines process productivity.
Throughput is expressed as a function of exit speed during rolling
(wj) and the final stock cross-sectional area (Fj) that leaves the
roll [25]. The subscript j refers to pass number.

Tpj ¼ Fjwj (10)

where Fj is the area of cross section for the round pass is

Fj ¼
ph2

j

4

� �
(11)

where hj ¼ dj ¼ rod diameter of rod as shown in Fig. 4(b).
For an oval section with a defined (b/h) ratio, the cross section

area is [25]

Fj ¼

b

h

� �2

h2
j

4:35

0
B@

1
CA

(12)

where b=h is a ratio defined for pass j. The equation is based on
the values obtained from a nomogram for determining hm=hmax

for common ovals relative to s (roll clearance), h, and b [25]. The
expression for bjw is [25]

bjw ¼ ðb=hÞhj (13)

Hence from Eqs. (13) and (14)

bjw ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4:35Fj

p
(14)

Fig. 5 Geometry and mesh of the FE model developed for rod rolling

Fig. 6 Cross section of rod produced using FE simulation
showing the stress contours and the geometrical variables
measured for calculating rod ovality
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5.1.4 Rolling Load. Excessive rolling load in various passes
can affect the productivity, while minimum ovality is achieved
through high contact and higher loads. Shinokira and Takai [35]
introduced a method for calculating the effective roll radius, the
projected contact area, the nondimensional roll force, and the tor-
que arm coefficient expressed as simple functions of the geometry
of the deformation zone. The rolling load (P) is defined as a func-
tion of a multiplier (Qs), projected contact area (Fp), and mean
flow strength of material (2k).

P ¼ QsFpð2kÞ (15)

The mean flow strength of material (2k) in the pass is approxi-
mated as the yield stress of material under plain compression as
expressed in Sim’s model [36]. The projected contact area is given
by [37]

Fp ¼
2

p
0:9bjð ÞLd ¼ 0:573bjLd (16)

where bj is the final width after a pass. The projected length of
contact in the deformation zone is [30]

Ld ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rmax �

ho � G

2

� �
hi � hoð Þ

s
(17)

where Rmax is the radius of the roll, G is the roll gap, and hi and ho

are the height of the incoming and outgoing workpiece, respec-
tively. Since there is a 90 deg rotation from an oval to a round
pass, the incoming height of the workpiece for a round pass will
be the width from the oval pass that precedes it. For a typical
round pass j, the formula becomes

Ld ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rmax;j �

hj � Gj

2

� �
bj�1w � hjð Þ

s
(18)

The multiplier Qs is given by [37]

Qs ¼ �0:731þ 0:771M þ 1:61

M
(19)

where M depends on the projected contact area, Fp and the initial
and final cross sections, Fi and Fo, respectively [37]

M ¼ 2Fp

Fi þ Fo
(20)

For a typical pass j, Fo ¼ Fj and, Fi ¼ Fj�1.

5.1.5 Roll Wear During Rolling. Reducing the wear during
rolling is important. To estimate it, we use an expression that esti-
mates the change in the radius of a work roll due to wear during
rolling [15]. Roll wear is expressed as [38]

DR

lj
¼

KljL
2
dr�r exp

ljLd

hi 2� rð Þ

� �
D2rroll

(21)

where DR is the change in roll radius, lj is the rolled length, K is
the wear constant, lj is the coefficient of friction, Ld is the pro-
jected contact length, r is the reduction during rolling, �r is the
flow strength of the material rolled, rroll is the flow strength of
roll, and D is the roll diameter. Here, we use a K ¼ 8� 10�5, �r
¼ 250 MPa for the material rolled and rroll ¼ 600 MPa [15,38].
The rolled length lj is

lj ¼ kj � lj�1 (22)

The value of lj�1 is assumed to be 3 m. The coefficient of friction,
lj, is a system variable in this study and is between 0.3 and 0.45.

5.2 The cDSP for Roll Pass 4 (Step 1 of Method Proposed).
In this section, we describe the mathematical formulation of the
compromise decision support problem (cDSP) for Pass 4 of rod
rolling. The cDSP for Pass 4 incorporates the end requirements
identified for the rolling process. The cDSP is:

Fig. 7 (a) and (b) Ovality responses for different variables considered

Given:
(1) End requirements identified for the rod rolling process
�Minimize ovality
�Maximize throughput
�Minimize rolling load
�Minimum limit of rolling load, Pmin ¼ 28 ton (metric)
�Maximum limit of rolling load, Pmax ¼ 35 ton (metric)
�Minimum limit of throughput, Tpmin ¼ 0:0001 m3=s
�Maximum limit of throughput, Tpmax ¼ 0:0008 m3=s
� Target value for ovality, Ov;Target ¼ 0:00160:001 m
� Target value for rolling load, PTarget ¼ 28 ton
� Target value for throughput, Tp4;Target ¼ 0:0006 m3=s

(2) Number of passes¼ 4
(3) Initial billet size¼ 42� 42 mm
(4) Pass sequence¼Square-oval-round-oval-round
(5) Other parameter values for passes
(6) The RSMs and well-established empirical and theoretical correlations

for the oval to round pass
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Table 2 System variables and ranges for cDSP

Sr. No Variables Ranges

1 X1; diameter of rod after Pass 4ðh4Þ 0.025–0.03 m
2 X2; the coefficient of elongation for Pass 4 ðk4Þ 1–3
3 X3; the spread occurring in Pass 4 (b4) 1–2
4 X4; the exit velocity for Pass 4 (w4) 0.5–3 m/s
5 X5; the maximum radius of roll in Pass 4 (Rmax;4) 0.155–0.2 m
6 X6; the roll rpm in Pass 4 (N4) 10–20 rpm
7 X7; the temperature during rolling (T4Þ 1270–1280 K
8 X8; the roll gap (G4) 0.0035–0.0055 m
9 X9; the coefficient of friction (l4) 0.3–0.45

� Area of round section obtained after Pass 4

F4 ¼
ph2

4

4

� �
(23)

� Coefficient of elongation for Pass 4

k4 ¼
F3

F4

(24)

� The theoretical width of oval Pass 3

b3w ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4:35F3

p
(25)

� The height of oval Pass 3 for a defined ðb=hÞ ratio

h3 ¼
b3w

b=hð Þ (26)

� The width of round Pass 4 for a defined spread b4

b4 ¼ b4h3 (27)

� Radius of the curvature of oval pass

R�3 ¼
b2

3w þ h2
3

4h3

(28)

�Mean height of the round rod produced after Pass 4

h4m ¼
F4

b4

(29)

� Theoretical diameter of roll for Pass 4

Dt4 ¼ 2 Rmax;4 þ
G4

2

� �
(30)

� Effective diameter of roll for Pass 4

Dw4 ¼ Dt4 � h4m (31)

� Entry speed of material for Pass 4

v4 ¼
w4

k4

(32)

� Exit speed for material for Pass 3

w3 ¼ v4 (33)

� Expression for ovality

Ov4 ¼ 8:6153G4 þ 27:539b3w � 0:0009N4 þ 0:0001h3T4

� 0:0023h3N4 � 0:0041G4T4 � 0:0269G4N4

� 0:0216b3wT4 � 0:0026b3wN4 ð34Þ

� Throughput for Pass 4

Tp4 ¼ F4 � w4 (35)

� Rolling load in Pass 4

P4 ¼ QsFpð2kÞ (36)

(7) Variability in system variables
The system variables and their ranges are provided in Table 2.
Find:
System Variables
X1; diameter of rod after Pass 4 ðh4Þ
X2; the coefficient of elongation for Pass 4 ðk4Þ
X3; the spread occurring in Pass 4 (b4)
X4; the exit velocity for Pass 4 (w4)

X5; the maximum radius of roll in Pass 4 (Rmax;4)
X6; the roll rpm in Pass 4 (N4)
X7; the temperature during rolling (T4Þ
X8; the roll gap (G4)
X9; the coefficient of friction (l4)
Deviation Variables
d�i ; d

þ
i , i¼ 1,2,3

Satisfy:
System Constraints
�Minimum coefficient of elongation constraint

k4ðX2Þ � 1:2 � 0 (37)

�Maximum coefficient of elongation constraint

2� k4ðX2Þ � 0 (38)

�Minimum spread constraint

b4ðX3Þ � 1:1 � 0 (39)

�Maximum spread constraint

1:7� b4ðX3Þ � 0 (40)

� Exit speed constraint

w4 � vrðXiÞ � 0 (41)

�Minimum load constraint

PðXiÞ � Pmin � 0 (42)

�Maximum load constraint

Pmax � PðXiÞ � 0 (43)

�Maximum wear constraint

0:0001� DRðXiÞ � 0 (44)

System Goals
Goal 1:
�Minimize Ovality

Ov;Target

Ov Xið Þ
� d�1 þ dþ1 ¼ 1 (45)

Goal 2:
�Maximize Throughput

Tp Xið Þ
Tp;Target

þ d�2 � dþ2 ¼ 1 (46)

Goal 3:
�Minimize Rolling Load

PTarget

P Xið Þ
� d�3 þ dþ3 ¼ 1 (47)
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Variable Bounds
Defined in Table 2
Bounds on deviation variables

d�i ; d
þ
i � 0 and d�i � dþi ¼ 0 ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 (48)

Minimize:
The aim for the designer using the cDSP is to minimize the over or under
achievement of a goal from the target specified value. In the cDSP, the
objective function is represented as a weighted sum of the deviation varia-
bles and is known as the deviation function (Z). We minimize the devia-
tion function

Z ¼
X3

i¼1

Wiðd�i þ dþi Þ;
X3

i¼1

Wi ¼ 1 (49)

The objective for us through the cDSP formulation is to minimize these
deviation variables and achieve the target values of the goals as close as
possible.

In Sec. 6, we exercise the cDSP formulated for different design
scenarios by changing the weights associated with the deviation
variables of each goal. The results for each of these scenarios are
used to construct ternary plots to help a designer visualize and
explore the solution space and identify design and operating set
points for the rolling passes to meet the identified end require-
ments of the process. A similar cDSP for Pass 2 is formulated
with only two goals, i.e., minimizing rolling load and achieving
target throughput.

6 Exploration of Solution Space

We have exercised 19 different scenarios for Pass 4. Different
weights are assigned to each goal in these scenarios. Details of the
scenarios are provided in Table 3.

Scenarios 1–3 are for a situation where the designer wants
to achieve the target of one of the goals, minimizing ovality,
maximizing throughput, or minimizing rolling load. For example,
in scenario 1 the preference is only for achieving the ovality goal.
Scenarios 4–6 are for a situation where equal preference is given
to two of the goals, while the third goal is not considered/relevant.
Scenarios 7–12 are for situations where greater preference is
given to one goal, a lower preference to the second goal while the
third goal is assigned zero preference. Scenario 13 represents a sit-
uation where all the three goals are given equal preferences.

Scenarios 14–19 are for situations where two goals have equal
preference compared to the third goal with all being nonzero.

On exercising the cDSP for these different scenarios, we obtain
the design and operating set points for the process and the
achieved values of each of the goals. Ternary plots are con-
structed. A ternary plot is a diagram used to plot three (input or
state) variables which sum to a constant, and to show a relation-
ship among those [39]. In our context, the axes of the ternary plots
represent the assigned weights (W1,W2, W3) for each of the goals
and the interior color contours represent the achieved value of the
particular goal for which ternary plot is created. The achieved
value is normalized to lie between 0 and 1 with 0 representing the
minimum and 1 representing the maximum achieved value,
respectively. These values are indicated next to the color bar for
the plots. These ternary plots are used to visualize and explore the
solution space and identify a feasible solution space satisfying all
requirements in the best possible manner. If the designer is unsure
about the region of interest in terms of weights assigned, then, the
ternary plots are effective tools for identifying those regions that
satisfy the requirements and thus choosing a good combination of
goal weights. For further information about constructing ternary
plots, see Sabeghi et al. [39]. Next we use these ternary plots to
determine the weights for the goals and predict the required
design set points.

For goal 1, a process designer is interested in identifying
regions to minimize ovality to a value of nearly 0:001 m. This is
an important goal and must be achieved as closely as possible
since rods with ovality lead to a huge loss to the manufacturers.
Here, we assume that an ovality of a maximum to 0.002 m is
acceptable. On analyzing Fig. 8, in the region identified by the
orange dashed line is an ovality value very close to the specified
target value is achievable. Also higher weights are assigned to the
ovality goal, i.e., as the weight tends to 1, we approach the target
value as closely as possible.

For the goal 2, the process designer is interested in maximizing
throughput, and the target value identified is 0:0006 m3=s. In
Fig. 9, we see that the values in the region demarcated by the blue
dashed line achieves the target.

For the goal 3, the interest of the process designer is to achieve
the minimum rolling load within the defined limits. The target
value for this goal is 28 ton. On analyzing Fig. 10, we see that the
dark blue contour within the red dashed lines predicts the value of
the goal close to the target.

Now, since the designer is interested in identifying regions
that satisfy all the three goals mentioned above, there is a need to
visualize these design spaces together in a single ternary plot.
Therefore, we superimpose plots. The superimposed plot of the
regions of interest in a ternary space is shown in Fig. 11.

In a superimposed plot, all the identified regions of interest for
the three goals are merged in order to identify a single region that
is common for the all the goals, if it exists. If not, the designer
needs to make trade-offs among the goals. The region marked in

Table 3 Scenarios with weights for goals

Scenarios W1 W2 W3

1 1 0 0
2 0 1 0
3 0 0 1
4 0.5 0.5 0
5 0.5 0 0.5
6 0 0.5 0.5
7 0.25 0.75 0
8 0.25 0 0.75
9 0.75 0 0.25
10 0.75 0.25 0
11 0 0.75 0.25
12 0 0.25 0.75
13 0.33 0.34 0.33
14 0.2 0.2 0.6
15 0.4 0.2 0.4
16 0.2 0.4 0.4
17 0.6 0.2 0.2
18 0.4 0.4 0.2
19 0.2 0.6 0.2

Fig. 8 Ternary plot for Goal 1—ovality
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light green satisfies the requirements for ovality and throughput,
while the blue region satisfies the requirements of rolling load and
ovality. There is no common region that satisfies all the three
goals simultaneously. The designer can either choose solutions
from the regions identified or reformulate the constraints/goals to
identify feasible spaces.

In this paper, we illustrate the utility of ternary plots to refor-
mulate a problem according to new requirements and carry out
solution space exploration to support decision making. For the
problem under consideration, ovality goal is an important goal
and cannot be relaxed at all. The goals on throughput and rolling
load, however, can be relaxed. This is because of the fact that we
view quality of the end product as a greater concern than produc-
tivity given that the performance criteria are met. Hence, we relax
the goal on throughput even if its level drops to 0.0005 m3=s. This
new region of interest is identified by the blue dashed line in
Fig. 12. Any combination of weights on goals in this identified

region supports a throughput value greater than or equal to
0.0005 m3=s.

We need to achieve minimum rolling load within the lower and
upper bounds defined. Since the goal of achieving a minimum of
28 ton is not possible unless compromises are made on other
goals, we are relaxing the rolling load value to 32 ton which is
within the identified bounds. The acceptable new region in the
ternary plot is identified by the dashed red line in Fig. 13. Any
combination of weights of goals in this identified region supports
a rolling load value that is less than or equal to 32 ton: We super-
impose the new regions along with the region identified for mini-
mizing ovality (Fig. 8) to see if there is a common region that
satisfies all three goals for the new design preferences, Fig. 14.

In the superimposed plot for the newly identified goals, the light
yellow region with multiple solutions within it denoted by the let-
ters A to G satisfies all the newly identified goals. After exploring
and analyzing each solution the designer can choose combinations
from this region that meets requirements. Scenario 13 in Table 3
for which we have equal priority to the three goals (W1 ¼ 0:33,
W2 ¼ 0:34, and W3 ¼ 0:33 ; point G in Fig. 14) satisfies the three
goals as closely as possible compared to the other solutions within
the region; therefore, this scenario and the weights associated with
it is the best combination. Thus, a designer is able to identify those
weight combinations that when used in the cDSP formulation
helps in predicting the design set points that satisfies the conflict-
ing goals identified. The ternary plots thus are effective tools
empowering the designer to make changes in design preferences
according to the demands of the problem. The designer can then
analyze and explore the new scenarios in order to make effective
design decisions by identifying multiple possible solutions.

Next, we identify the system variable values for Scenario 13
obtained by solving the cDSP. These system variable values are
presented in Table 4. We use these system variable values to

Fig. 9 Ternary plot for Goal 2—throughput

Fig. 10 Ternary plot for Goal 3—Rolling load

Fig. 11 Superimposed ternary space for all goals

Fig. 12 Ternary plot for Goal 2—throughput with relaxed
requirements

Fig. 13 Ternary plot for Goal 3—Rolling load with relaxed
requirements
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design Pass 4 followed by Pass 3 by using the process design
scheme described in Sec. 4 and illustrated in Fig. 3. This is fol-
lowed by formulating and solving the cDSP for Pass 2. The sys-
tem variable values obtained by solving the cDSP and carrying
out solution space exploration for Pass 2 are presented in Table 5.
The design of Passes 1, 2, and 3 are carried out using the results
from the Pass 2 cDSP.

Fig. 14 Superimposed ternary spaces for all goals after
changes in design preferences

Table 4 cDSP results for Pass 4

System variables
for Pass 4 cDSP

Values obtained from
running cDSP for Pass 4 (S13)

h4 0.0260326 m
k4 1.3
b4 1.15
w4 1.12723 m/s
Rmax;4 0.155012 m
N4 17.4642 rpm
T4 1270 K
G4 0.004 m
l4 0.3

Fig. 15 Pass 1 dimensions designed

Table 5 cDSP results for Pass 2

System Variables
for Pass 2 cDSP

Values obtained from
running cDSP for Pass 2

h2 0.031 m
k2 1.3
b2 1.2
w2 0.79431 m/s
Rmax;2 0.155 m
G2 0.004 m
l2 0.3

Table 6 Summary of key design results for all passes

Coefficient Goals Achieved

Pass
No.

Roll
stand no.

Dimensions
(mm)

Cross-section
F (mm2) k b

Entry speed
v (m/s)

Exit speed
w (m/s)

Effective diameter
Dw (mm)

Ovality
Ov (m)

Throughput
Tp (m3/s)

Rolling
Load P (t)

0 Square 42 � 42 1764
1 I Oval 22 � 65.3 981.59 1.797 1.4 0.3401 0.611 333.3 NA 0.0006 NA
2 II Round Ø31 755.07 1.3 1.2 0.611 0.79431 285.1 NA 0.0005997 40.82
3 III Oval 18.3 � 55 691.93 1.0912 1.5 0.79431 0.86678 296.35 NA 0.0005999 NA
4 IV Round Ø26 532.26 1.3 1.15 0.86678 1.1272 288.7 0.001004 0.0005999 30.002007

NA: Not applicable for the formulated problem under study.

Fig. 16 Pass 2 dimensions designed

Fig. 17 Pass 3 dimensions designed
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The design of all the passes by following the process design
scheme is shown in Appendix B. The results of the roll pass
design calculations are summarized in Table 6, and the pass
dimensions are shown in Figs. 15–18.

We discuss the design results summarized in Table 6 briefly
here. We achieve a round rod of diameter 26 mm at the end of
Pass 4 with ovality of 0:001004 m, throughput of almost
0:0006 m3=s and a rolling load value of almost 30 ton. This is
achieved with a coefficient of elongation of 1.3 and spread of 1.15
occurring, while the material is rolled in Pass 4. The entry speed
of the material for Pass 4 is 0:866 m=s, and exit speed is
1:127 m=s. The effective roll diameter is obtained as 288:7 mm
for this pass.

The design of Pass 3 results in an oval stock of dimensions
18:3� 55 mm. To design Pass 3, the spread value is assumed to
be 1.5 and the coefficient of elongation is 1.0912. The entry speed
of stock is 0:7943 m=s, and the exit speed is the same as the entry
speed of Pass 4. The maximum roll radius is assumed to be the
same as Pass 4 and an effective roll diameter of 296:3 mm for
Pass 3 is based on this assumption. The design is able to achieve/
maintain a throughput of almost 0:0006 m3=s for Pass 3.

The design of Pass 2 results in a round stock with diameter of
31 mm. The coefficient of elongation and spread for this Pass are
1.3 and 1.2, respectively. The entry is 0.611 m/s, and the exit
speed is the same as the entry speed of Pass 3. The effective diam-
eter obtained for this pass is 285 mm. The target rolling load value
of 40 ton for Pass 2 is achieved, and the throughput is maintained
at 0.0006 m3/s.

The design of Pass 1 results in an oval stock of dimensions
22� 65:3 mm. The coefficient of elongation for this pass is 1.797.
The spread value is assumed to be 1.4. The entry speed for this
pass is 0:3401 m=s. The exit speed is same as the entry speed of
Pass 2. The maximum roll radius is assumed to be same as Pass 2
and Pass 4, and the effective roll diameter is 333 mm based on
this assumption. The throughput value of 0:0006 m3=s is achieved
with this configuration.

7 Closing Remarks

In this paper, we propose a method based on well-established
empirical models and response surface models developed through
simulation experiments along with the compromise decision
support problem (cDSP) construct to support integrated informa-
tion flow through different stages of a multistage hot rod rolling
system (horizontal integration). We illustrate the efficacy of the
proposed goal-oriented, sequential inverse design method using
hot rod rolling as an example. Here, the design decisions are first
made at the last rolling pass based on the end requirements of the
process. We allow these design decisions to be passed to the pre-
ceding rolling passes by following the sequential relationships
existing between the passes in an inverse manner. We carry out
the design of individual passes by allowing design information to

be passed back and forth between passes using the sequential rela-
tionships. The formulation of individual cDSPs for passes helps to
organize the sequential information flow and provides the ability
to the designer to consider specific goals associated with each roll-
ing pass and integrating them with the end goals. The ternary
analysis feature incorporated in the method provides the designer
with the capability of exploring the solution space and identifying
feasible regions that satisfies the different goals identified for a
particular stage of the manufacturing process chain. The proposed
method has the potential to be used for identifying design set
points for a chain of unit operations that are connected in
sequence. Once the information flow between operations and the
empirical and the simulation/response surface models necessary
to establish relationships are available, a designer will be able to
use this method to achieve the integrated decision-based design of
the product and the processes.
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Appendix A: cDSP Formulation for Pass 2

In this section, we describe the mathematical formulation of the
compromise decision support problem (cDSP) for Pass 2 of rod
rolling. The cDSP for Pass 2 incorporates the design information
passed from Pass 3 and Pass 4. The cDSP reads as follows:

Given:

(1) design information passed from Pass 3 and Pass 4
(2) requirements at Pass 2

� achieve target throughput (results obtained from Pass 4
design)

� achieve target rolling load
� target value for throughput, Tp4;Target ¼ 0:0006 m3=s
� target value for rolling load, PTarget ¼ 40 ton
� minimum value of rolling load, Pmin ¼ 35 ton
� maximum value of rolling load, Pmax ¼ 45 ton
� minimum value of throughput, Tpmin ¼ 0:0001 m3=s

� maximum value of throughput, Tpmax ¼ 0:0008 m3=s
(3) initial billet size¼ 42� 42 mm
(4) other parameter values for passes
(5) the regression equations and well-established empirical and

theoretical correlations for the oval to round pass for Pass 2
(6) variability in system variables

The ranges identified for the system variables are provided in
Table 7.

Find:
System Variables

� X1; diameter of rod after Pass 2 ðh2Þ

Fig. 18 Pass 4 dimensions designed

Table 7 System variables and ranges for Pass 2 cDSP

Sr. No Variables Ranges

1 X1; diameter of rod after Pass 2 ðh2Þ 0.03–0.04 m
2 X2; the coefficient of elongation for Pass 2 ðk2Þ 1–3
3 X3; the spread occurring in Pass 2 (b2) 1–2
4 X4; the exit velocity for Pass 2 (w2) 0.5–3 m/s
5 X5; the maximum radius of roll in Pass 2 (Rmax;2) 0.155–0.2 m
6 X6; the roll gap (G2) 0.0035–0.0055 m
7 X7; the coefficient of friction (l2) 0.3–0.45
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� X2; the coefficient of elongation for Pass 2 ðk2Þ
� X3; the spread occurring in Pass 2 (b2)
� X4; the exit velocity for Pass 2 (w2)
� X5; the maximum radius of roll in Pass 2 (Rmax;2)
� X6; the roll gap (G2)
� X7; the coefficient of friction (l2)

Deviation Variables
� d�i ; dþi , i¼ 1,2

Satisfy:
System Constraints

� Minimum coefficient of elongation constraint: k2ðX2Þ
� 1.2� 0

� Maximum coefficient of elongation constraint: 2� k2ðX2Þ
� 0

� Minimum spread constraint: b2ðX3Þ � 1.1� 0
� Maximum spread constraint: 1:7� b2ðX3Þ � 0
� Exit speed constraint: w2 � vrðXiÞ � 0
� Minimum load constraint: PðXiÞ � Pmin � 0
� Maximum load constraint: Pmax � PðXiÞ � 0
� Maximum wear constraint: 0.0001� DRðXiÞ � 0

System Goals
Goal 1:

� Maximize Throughput:

Tp Xið Þ
Tp;Target

þ d�1 � dþ1 ¼ 1

Goal 2:
� Minimize Rolling Load:

PTarget

P Xið Þ
� d�2 þ dþ2 ¼ 1

Variable Bounds
Defined in Table 7
Bounds on deviation variables
d�i ; dþi � 0 and d�i * dþi ¼ 0, i¼ 1,2
Minimize:
Minimize the deviation function

Z ¼
X2

i¼1

Wiðd�i þ dþi Þ;
X2

i¼1

Wi ¼ 1

Appendix B: Design Calculations (Refer to Fig. 3)

In this section, we describe the design calculations carried out
for each pass based on the cDSP results obtained that are show-
cased in Tables 4 and 5. The design process is carried out follow-
ing the sequential relationships that exist between passes ensuring
the flow of information pattern as shown in Fig. 3.

Step 1: Formulation of cDSP for roll Pass 4 using the informa-
tion from the end product to be realized and the sequential
relationship existing between roll Pass 3 and 4

The cDSP for Pass 4 is formulated in terms of the end require-
ments of minimizing ovality, maximizing throughput, and mini-
mizing rolling load within the system constraints and bounds
defined. The cDSP is exercised for different scenarios and ternary
plots are used to identify best region, and the results are summar-
ized in Table 4.

Step 2: Design of Passes 4 and 3 using the design and operating
set points identified and the information available from end prod-
uct requirements

We calculate the area of the round rod using the height value
obtained for the rod from cDSP results. Cross-sectional area of
material after Pass 4:

F4 ¼
ph2

4

4
¼ 532:26 mm2

Entry speed of material for roll Pass 4:

v4 ¼
w4

k4

¼ 0:8671 m=s

Throughput achieved in Pass 4:

Tp4 ¼ F4 � w4 ¼ 0:0005999 m3=s

We carry out the design calculations for Pass 3 based on the
cross-sectional area of rod and elongation coefficient (cDSP
result) obtained after Pass 4. We also define some requirements
for Pass 3 such as meeting the throughput same as that of Pass 4.

Cross-sectional area of material after Pass 3:

F3 ¼ F4 � k4 ¼ 691:93 mm2

Theoretical width of oval pass after Pass 3:

b3w ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4:35� F3

p
¼ 54:86 mm

Height of material after Pass 3 (assuming b=h ratio¼ 3):

h3 ¼
b3w

b=hð Þ ¼ 18:28 mm

Radius of curvature of oval Pass 3:

R�3 ¼
b2

3w þ h2
3

4h3

¼ 45:72 mm

Exit speed of material for roll Pass 3:

w3 ¼ v4 ¼ 0:8671 m=s

Throughput to be maintained in Pass 3 (Given):

Tp3 ¼ Tp4 ¼ 0:0005999 m3=s

We carry out design calculations for Pass 4 now with the new
information generated for Pass 3.0

Width of round profile (approximated rectangle) after Pass 4:

b4 ¼ b4 � h3 ¼ 21:03 mm

Mean height after Pass 4:

h4m ¼
F4

b4

¼ 25:31 mm

Theoretical diameter of roll for Pass 4:

Dt4 ¼ 2 Rmax;4 þ
G4

2

� �
¼ 314 mm

Effective diameter of roll for Pass 4:

Dw4 ¼ Dt4 � h4m ¼ 288:7 mm

Step 3: Formulation of cDSP for roll Pass 2 using the design
information generated for Passes 3 and 4; and the sequential
information existing between Passes 1 and 2; along with informa-
tion on input material (billet)

The designer formulates the cDSP for Pass 2 after finding the
results from Passes 3 and 4. For example, the range of the height
of rod for Pass 2 is identified based on the dimensions achieved in
Passes 3 and 4. Another example is the rolling load target value.
Since there is a chance of having higher rolling load during Pass 2
due to larger stock that is being rolled than Pass 4, the target,
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minimum, and maximum values for Pass 2 are fixed after looking
at the rolling load value obtained in Pass 4. The designer also fixes
the target throughput value for Pass 2 after analyzing the through-
put achieved in Passes 3 and 4. Thus, the designer makes judge-
ments based on the information obtained from the information as
it develops.

Step 4: Design of roll Passes 2 and 1 using the design and oper-
ating set points identified; the information available from input
material and the information from Passes 3 and 4

The cDSP results for Pass 2 presented in Table 5 are used to
design Pass 2.

Cross-sectional area of material after Pass 2:

F2 ¼
ph2

2

4
¼ 755:07 mm2

Entry speed of material for roll Pass 2:

v2 ¼
w2

k2

¼ 0:611 m=s

Throughput achieved in Pass 2:

Tp2 ¼ F2 � w2 ¼ 0:0005997 m3=s

Next, the design calculations for Pass 1 is carried out using Pass
2 design results and initial billet information from caster.

Cross-sectional area of material after Pass 1:

F1 ¼ F2 � k2 ¼ 981:59 mm2

Theoretical width of oval pass after Pass 1:

b1w ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4:35� F1

p
¼ 65:345 mm

Height of material after Pass 1 (assuming b=h ¼ 3):

h1 ¼
b1w

b=hð Þ ¼ 21:78 mm

Radius of curvature of oval Pass 1:

R�1 ¼
b2

1w þ h2
1

4h1

¼ 54:45 mm

Exit speed of material for roll Pass 1:

w1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0:611 m=s

Given Initial billet size from caster:

h0 � b0 ¼ 42� 42 ðmmÞ

Cross-sectional area of initial billet:

F0 ¼ 42� 42 ¼ 1764 mm2

Coefficient of elongation for Pass 1:

k1 ¼
F0

F1

¼ 1:797

Width of oval profile (approximated rectangle) after Pass 1
(assuming b1 ¼ 1:4):

b1 ¼ b1 � b0 ¼ 58:8 mm

Mean height of material after Pass 1:

h1m ¼
F1

b1

¼ 16:69 mm

Effective diameter of roll for Pass 1 (Assuming a theoretical
diameter for rolls in Pass 1, Dt1 ¼ 350 mm):

Dw1 ¼ Dt1 � h1m ¼ 333:3 mm

Entry speed of material for roll Pass 1:

v1 ¼
w1

k1

¼ 0:3401 m=s

Throughput to be maintained in Pass 1:

Tp1 ¼ Tp2 ¼ 0:0005997 m3=s

The design calculations for Pass 2 are carried out next using Pass
1 information generated followed by collecting all the results for
Passes 1 and 2.

Width of round profile (approximated rectangle) after Pass 2:

b2 ¼ b2 � h1 ¼ 26:14 mm

Mean height after Pass 2:

h2m ¼
F2

b2

¼ 28:88 mm

Theoretical diameter of roll for Pass 2:

Dt2 ¼ 2 Rmax;2 þ
G2

2

� �
¼ 314 mm

Effective diameter of roll for Pass 4:

Dw2 ¼ Dt2 � h2m ¼ 285:1 mm

With the information generated for Passes 1 and 2, the design cal-
culations for Passes 3 and 4 are carried out completing design
results for Passes 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Coefficient of elongation for Pass 3:

k3 ¼
F2

F3

¼ 1:091

Width of oval profile (approximated rectangle) after Pass 3
(assuming b3 ¼ 1:5):

b3 ¼ b3 � b2 ¼ 39:2 mm

Mean height of material after Pass 3:

h3m ¼
F3

b3

¼ 17:65 mm

Effective diameter of roll for Pass 3 (Assuming a theoretical
diameter for rolls in Pass 1, Dt3 ¼ 314 mm):

Dw3 ¼ Dt3 � h3m ¼ 296:35 mm

Entry speed of material for roll Pass 3:

v3 ¼ w2 ¼ 0:7943 m=s

Exit speed of material for roll Pass 3:

w3 ¼ v3 � k3 ¼ 0:867 m=s

This completes the design of the rolling passes with the
determination of all the key dimensions presented in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b).
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